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Two Are Better Than One:
God Has a Purpose for Your Marriage

West Palm Beach, FL: Greg and Julie Gorman have an important,
life-changing message for married couples in their newest book Two Are
Better Than One (Broadstreet Publishing, June 2016).
With so many books written to help couples “fix” their marriage, Greg and
Julie offer a new vision for every marriage by encouraging couples to “Stop
trying to fix your marriage; instead live into God’s purpose for it.” Two
Are Better than One is an incredible resource that helps couples live
purpose-focused NOT problem-focused in their relationship. God truly has
a specific design and purpose for every marriage. The day you married, God
joined you for a purpose and destined you and your spouse, together, for
greatness.
Ecclesiastes 4:9 12 says, “Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their work:
If one falls down, his friend can help him up. But pity the man who falls and has no one to help
him! Also if two lie down together, they will keep warm. But how can one keep warm alone?
Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands is not
quickly broken.”
Two Are Better Than One helps couples discover:


God’s specific purpose for their marriage (through insights and hands-on resources
designed to help them celebrate and step forward, united as one)



A shift in mindset from “fixing” their spouse to dreaming together to fulfill God’s destiny
for their marriage



The benefits of working together and seizing opportunities to build one another up
through daily encouragement and prayer, while resisting the need to compare and
compete.



A new way of living purpose-focused NOT problem-focused in their daily lives



How to invite the limitless power of God to accomplish in their marriage what they could
never accomplish alone



Significance and fulfillment in marriage by living out God’s design for their marriage.

Two are Better Than One will change the way married couples view their marriage and as a result
affect every facet of their lives as they seek to honor God and discover how they fit into his
beautiful Master Plan.
Product Details: Paperback: 192 pages. Publisher: BroadStreet Publishing (June 15, 2016) ISBN13: 978-1-4245-5144-6. Price: $14.99.
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Greg and Julie Gorman, authors of What I Wish My Mother Had Told Me About
Marriage have been teaching biblical truths for marriage for the last seventeen years. They are
the Founders of Gorman Leadership, a faith-based organization committed to providing lifetransforming content and pathways to sustainable growth. Together, they write, produce, and
host weekly broadcasts, and are certified by Dr. John C. Maxwell as executive coaches and
trainers. As LifePlan Facilitators with the Patterson Center, Greg and Julie passionately
empower believers to discover God's fingerprint design for their life and assist married couples
to discover the purpose God has for their marriage. Their marriage is an example of strength,
integrity, and a model for embracing spiritual, emotional, and physical oneness in marriage.
Greg and Julie, along with their three children, make their home in southern Florida.
www.gormanleadership.com/two-are-better-than-one/

Suggested Interview Questions for Greg and Julie Gorman:
1. Tell us a bit about yourselves. What inspired you to write this book?
2. What is the style of your book? Why did you feel it was so important to focus your efforts on
inspiring couples rather than solely focusing on how to “solve” their differences?
3. Do you really believe every couple has a specific marriage purpose?
4. Why is it important for couples to embrace God’s plan for their marriage and when did you
make this discovery in your relationship?
5. Explain the significance of Ecclesiaste 4:9-12 and how you’ve interpretted this verse as it
relates to marriage.
6. In your early years of marriage, what were some of the traps you fell into that you think many
couples run into? How did you work through these issues?
7. What are some success stories you can share of couples who have shifted away from being
“problem-focused” in their marriage to “purpose-focused”? What has this simple, yet profound
mind-shift done for your marriage and others?
8. For couples struggling to make their marriage work, what wisdom would you offer for how to
find common ground and repair their relationship?
9. If there is one piece of advice you can share with a couple who is on the verge of giving up on
their marriage, what would it be?
10. Where can people purchase the book or learn more info?
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